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Guarantee your digital communicators are Next

Generation Network (NGN) and 21CN compatible by

adding a small hardware module that compliments your

existing digital communicator. DigiPlus® also now

includes the connection to Gemini completely free of

charge in the first year.

NGN and 21CN Compatible
DigiPlus® was developed in conjunction with Vodafone to

fit between any existing digital communicator and the

telephone line providing immunity from the problems

associated with NGN (Next Generation Network)

upgrades. The largest of these being BT’s 21st Century

Network (21CN). Many tens of thousands of older

intruder alarm systems that use Digital Communicators

could be seriously affected by network upgrades as

NGN’s remove the copper infrastructure that the Digi is

dependent on to deliver the signal into the Alarm

Receiving Centre. 

With OFCOM outlining further changes to non-geographic

numbers (087, 084 etc), there’s even more reason to fit

DigiPlus® as a regular piece of hardware – much like a

broadband filter, since you will never have to re-visit your

Digital Communicator systems again to change the

telephone number. DigiPlus® also provides a fixed cost

solution to varying non-geographical telephone number

rates used by most UK Alarm Receiving Centres by using

0800 free telephone calls for all alarm and polling traffic. 

You can utilise DigiPlus® in two ways; for the first year your

customer will enjoy all the benefits of a Gemini connected

DigiPlus® (i.e. with 0800 free phone calls and NGN/21CN

immunity) all within the first year charge. In the second

year you can choose to cancel the Gemini

connection and the DigiPlus® can be

remotely reconfigured leaving the

benefit of NGN/21CN immunity.
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SPECIFICATION:
• Guaranteed to make all digital communicators

NGN and 21CN compatible

• Simple to fit in less than 5 minutes and supplied

ready programmed

• No need to change/reprogram/adjust existing

digital communicator

• Can use any telephone line from any provider

• Will not affect or be affected by other telephone

equipment

• 0870/71/44/45 call charging proof with free

0800 alarm and polling calls

• End user costs reduced as telephone call costs

disappear

• Secure Signalling through the DualCom Gemini

Managed Network

• Flexibility to volume transfer connections

remotely  

• Can be remotely reconfigured
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Solution
DigiPlus® provides an invaluable solution to the issues created by

the current upgrade of the UK’s telephone network to Next

Generation Networks. The only way you will really know if your

customers’ Digis have been affected is when they stop working or

begin to work overtime with runaway multiple dialling with high call

costs. Either of these scenarios is a sure indication that an

exchange has been updated and the Digis are not NGN/21CN

compatible. This can also happen when end users change telephone

service provider since many non-BT networks are already using next

generation networks.

Fitting a DigiPlus® removes these risks entirely guaranteeing

compatibility with NGNs/21CN and protecting your customer with

free phone benefits.


